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Abstract: Crowd funding, the term itself have a deeper meaning. Crowd funding makes helps industry grow 

fast. It provides new investment opportunities and provides a new product for portfolio change of investors. 

Crowd funding is the new way for the young minds to start up a business. The goal of this idea has been 

focused on its issues & challenges, its welcoming in Indian environment and risk involved in the industry 

itself. The study already is expressive in nature. The lower data have been collected from different research 

papers, websites, & journals. The crowd funding is a use case of crowd sourcing. This concept was firstly 

executed in the early 2000 and has been growing fast all over the globe. Many organizations are raising 

funds to help local governments to obtain additional sources of funds that will be distributed to those in 

need. Trust is an important factor for the parties involved in raising these funds, both in terms of the funder, 

the service provider of fundraising platform and even the fundraiser. On this occasion, the author tries to 

analyse how to implement blockchain technology and smart contracts in the dominant schemes of crowd 

funding process. 
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